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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To finely position easily a moving body in a

direction orthogonal to a direction, where the moving body is guided by a

guide, by providing another side bearing having a different damping

characteristic from that of one side bearing, and supporting the moving body

by static pressure in a reverse direction to one side bearing,

SOLUTION: When the positioning of a slider 103 is finished to conduct fine

movement, an electromagnetic valve 1 1 3 is driven by an electromagnetic

valve driving command 1 20 from a drive control device 1 1 9, and fluid is

supplied to a left side bearing pad 1 04 from a fluid supply device 1 1 5 on a

low pressure side. This makes pressure higher in a right side bearing pad 105,

thereby moving the slider 103 to the left side bearing pad 104 side to a

position where force is balanced with the low pressure supply fluid of the left

side bearing pad 104. At that time, the permeability of left side bearing pad

104 is higher, and that of right side bearing pad 105 is lower.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The pointing device characterized by moving slightly and positioning in the 2nd direction by

providing a working-fluid supply means characterized by providing the following to supply independently

with other bearings, and a fluid supply adjustment means to adjust supply ofthe fluid to the 2nd bearing,

and adjusting supply of the fluid to the 2nd bearing. Guidance to which it shows a mobile in the 1st

direction. The 1st bearing which supports this mobile with a static pressure to this guidance in the 1st

direction and the 2nd direction which intersects perpendicularly. The 1st bearing is the 2nd bearing which

supports this mobile with a static pressure to the 1st bearing and retrose in the 2nd direction to this

guidance and from which a damping property differs. It is the 1st bearing about a fluid to the 2nd bearing.

[Claim 2] The pointing device according to claim 1 characterized by making jogging to the 2nd direction

of the aforementioned mobile based on adjustment of the fluid supply in the aforementioned fluid supply

adjustment means at the time of in position to the 1st direction of the aforementioned mobile, or making

it during movement in the 1st direction ofthe aforementioned mobile.

[Claim 3] The pointing device according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by having made the damping

property ofthe 1st bearing ofthe above into fitness from the damping property ofthe 2nd bearing ofthe

above.

[Claim 4] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 3 with which the above 1st and the 2nd bearing are

characterized by changing a damping property mutually using porosity drawing by changing at least one

of composition of a porosity object, porosity, and the permeability.

[Claim 5] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 4 characterized by supposing that the

aforementioned damping property is the frequency characteristic of an attenuation factor, and it is such a

good damping property that an average attenuation factor is so large that the frequency band from which

an attenuation factor serves as negative in this frequency characteristic is narrow.

[Claim 6] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 5 characterized by establishing the aforementioned

fluid supply adjustment means all over the fluid supply pipe way from the aforementioned working-fluid

supply means to the 2nd bearing ofthe above.

[Claim 7] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 6 characterized by the aforementioned fluid supply

adjustment means being what adjusts the fluid supply pressure or flow rate to the 2nd bearing ofthe

above.

[Claim 8] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 7 characterized by being the 2-way with which it

intersects perpendicularly within the above 1st and the field where the direction of the 2nd is level.

[Claim 9] The pointing device according to claim 1 to 7 characterized by the 1st direction of the above

being horizontal and the 2nd direction of the above being perpendicular.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention is the pointing device used in production

devices, such as equipments, such as processing equipment and a measurement machine, or assembly test

equipment, etc., and especially a hydrostatic bearing is used for it and it relates to the pointing device

which can move a mobile slightly in the move direction of a mobile, and the direction which intersects

perpendicularly.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] in the Prior art in production devices, such as processing equipment, the

measurement machine or assembly equipment which demonstrates a desired function using a pointing

device, and test equipment, etc., the equipment which consists of combining other pointing devices whose

move directions of a mobile correspond in the direction which intersects perpendicularly in the move

direction ofthe mobile of a main pointing device and this main pointing device is common in this case, the

resolution of the position transducer mainly used for position detection of a mobile — positioning —

resolution and positioning accuracy are influenced

[0003] Moreover, there is an example seen by the processing equipment ofJP,59-106722,A or

JP,5-21682,B equipped with a jogging mechanism required for a main pointing device instead of

combining two or more pointing devices, when the travel ofthe mobile for which other pointing devices

to a main pointing device are asked is very as short as micron order.

[0004] In the static pressure gas bearing equipment arranged in the direction which intersects

perpendicularly with JP,59- 106722,A to a main pointing device, a gas is individually supplied to two or

more bearings of the thrust direction ofthe body of revolution attached in the mobile, and when the

mobile move direction of a main pointing device and the direction which intersects perpendicularly need

to be moved slightly, what realizes this by shaft-orientations movement ofbody of revolution is indicated.

At this time, the pressure differential was prepared in the gas supply pressure to bearing ofthe thrust

direction of static pressure gas bearing equipment, and very small displacement of shaft orientations is

given to body of revolution by making the gas supply pressure ofthe thrust bearing section by the side of

the move direction ofbody of revolution into low voltage. Thereby, a low cost and highly precise

submicron very small slitting are made possible, without complicating equipment.

[0005] It is what obtains jogging of the direction which intersects perpendicularly with a main pointing

device by moving the main shaft ofthe main shaft equipment using the hydrostatic bearing to shaft

orientations like [ in JP,5-21682,B ] JP,59-106722,A. "A flange is prepared in the position which projects

to radial [ of a main shaft ] and does not restrain movement by the side of the aforementioned cutter on a

main shaft. Moreover, prepare the movable cylinder projected to radial [ of a main shaft ] in a main shaft,

and thrust support of the main shaft is carried out between the fields where a flange and a headstock

counter. The static pressure fluid thrust bearing which increases the thrust by the side of the workpiece

which acts on a main shaft as the crevice between the fields where a flange and a headstock counter
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becomes small is prepared. The cylinder room ofthe shape of a cylinder which makes a main shaft

generate the thrust to a workpiece and an opposite side is formed between a movable cylinder and a

headstock. In the move process ofthe aforementioned workpiece which cuts the aforementioned

workpiece, supply a low pressure to the aforementioned cylinder room, and the aforementioned main

shaft is moved to an advance position. It is supposed that jogging will become possible, without

worsening a process tolerance or making the cycle time of processing increase, since it is the composition

of having prepared the hydrostatic-pressure control means which a high pressure is supplied [ control

means ] to the aforementioned cylinder room in the return process ofthe aforementioned workpiece, and

move the aforementioned main shaft to a retreat position."

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] by the way, in the combination of the pointing device which is

the conventional technology and was described first, an equipment configuration element increases and

equipment itselfbecomes complicated Moreover, it is difficult for the composition ofthe whole

equipment to become redundant when the travel of the mobile for which other pointing devices to a main

pointing device are asked is short, and to attain the miniaturization of the whole equipment. When a

travel is still shorter, what also has the more advanced resolution and more advanced positioning

accuracy of a position detection system is required in many cases, and ifthe position transducer for

realizing this, a controller, a composition mechanism element, etc. are taken into consideration, big

difficulty will follow also on low-cost-ization of equipment.

[0007] It is premised on obtaining jogging by making it move to shaft orientations in the state where the

main shaft is rotating during processing in the example looked at by the processing equipment of

JP,59-106722,A or JP,5-21682,B. 5000 rpm, although these do not produce a low, for example, the

problem according [ the rotational frequency of a main shaft ] to moving the main shaft under rotation to

shaft orientations in being as follows, ifthe rotational frequency of a main shaft becomes high with 10000

or more rpm, it originates in deformation of radial [ by the centrifugal force of a main shaft ], the heat

deformation by generation of heat at the time of high-speed rotation, etc., a bearing clearance decreases,

and problems — main shaft equipment is asked for highly precise balance correction — produce them. For

this reason, points, like with shaft-orientations movement, a ** balance calyx gap of a main shaft system

and a suitable rotation state acquire and twist such technique of moving the main shaft under rotation at

the time of high-speed rotation to shaft orientations with shaft-orientations movement in that a bearing

clearance may decrease further ****, and it is possible to application becomes difficult.

[0008] this invention was made in view ofthe above-mentioned conventional example, and jogging

positioning is possible in the direction to which it is shown to a mobile by guidance, and the direction

which intersects perpendicularly, and composition is simple, and it aims at offering a small and cheap

pointing device.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, the pointing device of

this invention The guidance to which it shows a mobile in the 1st direction, and the 1st bearing which

supports this mobile with a static pressure to this guidance in the 1st direction and the 2nd direction

which intersects perpendicularly, The 2nd bearing to which a damping property supports this mobile with

a static pressure to the 1st bearing and retrose in the 2nd direction to this guidance unlike the 1st bearing,

A working-fluid supply means to supply a fluid independently with other bearings to the 2nd bearing, and

a fluid supply adjustment means to adjust supply ofthe fluid to the 2nd bearing are provided, and it is

characterized by moving slightly and positioning in the 2nd direction by adjusting supply of the fluid to

the 2nd bearing.

[0010]

[Embodiments of the Invention] In the pointing device which supports a mobile by the static pressure

bearing to guidance with the gestalt of desirable operation of this invention Among the mobile move
direction (the 1st direction) and the direction which intersects perpendicularly, in one [ at least ] direction

(the 2nd direction) It is the combination from which the damping property ofthe bearing (the 1st and 2nd
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bearings) which has the bearing with which a lot counters at least, and constitutes the bearing which this

counters differs mutually. In the static pressure bearing (the 1st, the 2nd, and other bearings) in the

aforementioned pointing device About the bearing (the 2nd bearing) of the direction whose damping

property is not good at least, supply ofthe fluid from a working-fluid feeder is individually performed

among the bearings from which the aforementioned damping property which constitutes the

aforementioned bearing which carries out opposite differs. It has the fluid supply controller which can

adjust supply of a fluid arbitrarily by the instructions from point-to-point-control equipment all over the

fluid supply pipe way currently performed according to this individual. [ when making the aforementioned

mobile move slightly one / at least / direction (the 2nd direction) as a jogging direction of the

aforementioned mobile among the aforementioned mobile move direction and the direction which

intersects perpendicularly ] When the aforementioned damping property makes the aforementioned

mobile move slightly to the bearing (2nd bearing) side which is not better, the aforementioned damping

property adjusts supply ofthe fluid to the bearing (the 2nd bearing) which is not better by the

aforementioned fluid supply controller based on the instructions from the aforementioned

point-to-point-control equipment. A fluid supply pressure or a flow rate is reduced, jogging is made

possible, a fluid supply pressure or a flow rate is increased by adjustment [ in / the aforementioned fluid

supply controller / in making this and an opposite direction move the aforementioned mobile slightly ],

and jogging is made possible.

[001 1] here - the above ~ porosity drawing is adopted as a bearing (the 1st and 2nd bearings) which

constitutes the bearing with which a lot counters even iffew, and it is made to bring about the difference

in a damping property by changing composition of a porosity object, porosity, permeability, etc.

Moreover, jogging of the aforementioned mobile based on adjustment of the fluid supply in the

aforementioned fluid supply controller is made during movement in the move direction of the time of in

position or the aforementioned mobile to the move direction (the 1st direction) of the aforementioned

mobile.

[0012]

[Function] Since it has not carried out combining two or more pointing devices according to the

above-mentioned composition, composition simplification, miniaturization, and low-cost-ization can be

attained. Moreover, since it is not what adjusts the fluid supply to the bearing which supports a mobile

with a static pressure to guidance, carries out jogging positioning, is made to move the axis of rotation in

the thrust direction like the processing equipment of JP, 59- 106722,A or JP,5-21682,B, and is positioned,

the rotational frequency of the body of revolution attached in the mobile is not restricted, or the bad

influence of rotation being blocked is not received.

[0013]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained using a drawing.

Example 1 drawing 1 shows the composition of the pointing device concerning the 1st example of this

invention. The base in which the pointing device according [ 101 ] to this invention is carried in drawing 1

, The guide to which 102 shows a mobile, the slider whose 103 is a mobile, and 104-107 are the bearing

pads which constitute the static pressure bearing which supports a slider 103 to a guide 102. Here, as

compared with the bearing pads (bearing pads R, B, and T) 105-107 of the right, the bottom, and a top,

the damping property uses the not better thing as a left-hand side bearing pad (bearing pad L) 104. The

fluid supply pipe way for 108-1 1 1 supplying a working fluid to each bearing pad of 105-107 individually,

the fluid supply controller to which 1 12 adjusts the supply of a fluid to the left-hand side bearing pad 104,

and 1 13 are the solenoid valves as a fluid supply regulator. 1 14 and 1 15 are fluid feeders, and as for a

supply pressure, 1 14 is higher when both are compared. 1 16 and 1 17 are motors made to rotate the ball

thread for moving a slider 103, and this. In addition, in drawing 1 , the nut section which connects a ball

thread 116 with a slider 103 is not illustrated. The encoder with which 118 detects the angle of rotation

of a motor 1 17, and 1 19 The drive control unit of a pointing device, The driver which passes the current

for 120 receiving the drive command signal to a motor 117, and 121 receiving the motorised command
signal 120, and driving a motor 117, The motorised current with which 122 was passed from the driver
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121, and 123 The output from an encoder 118, A counter [ as opposed to an encoder output in 124 ], the

position signal of the slider 103 with which 125 is taken out from a counter 124, and 126 are

solenoid-valve drive instructions taken out from the drive control unit 119.

[0014] A motor 117 rotates by motorised current 122 being supplied to a motor 1 17 from the driver 121

in which the drive of a slider 103 and positioning received the motorised command signal 120 from the

drive control unit 119, the rotation is transmitted to the ball thread 1 16 connected to this motor 117,

rotation is changed into rectilinear motion through the nut section which is not illustrated further, and a

slider 103 is driven. At this time, a position signal 125 is sent to the drive control unit 1 19 as a signal

which the angle of rotation of a motor 1 17 is detected by the encoder 118, and shows the current position

of a slider 103 through a counter 124, and a drive and point to point control of a slider 103 are performed

based on this signal. In addition, although it assumes using a servo motor and a ball thread as driving

means, and using an encoder etc. as a position detection means here, as long as it uses an equivalent thing

functionally in operation of this invention, you may use the thing of other form for a linear motor and a

position detection means like a laser gage interferometer etc. at driving means, for example.

[0015] Next, jogging ofthe mobile by this example is explained using drawing 2 . Usually, when a slider

103 is supported by the static pressure bearing to a guide 102, the fluid from the fluid feeder 1 14 of the

high-tension side is supplied to each bearing pads 104-107. Here, the left-hand side bearing pad 104 of a

damping property is not more good as compared with the bearing pads 105-107 of the right, the bottom,

and a top. The crevices between the bearings formed with the left-hand side bearing pad 104 and the

right-hand side bearing pad 105 at this time are CL1 and CR1, respectively. Positioning of a slider 103 is

completed, when moving slightly, a solenoid valve 1 13 drives by the solenoid-valve drive instructions 120

from the drive control unit 119, and supply of the fluid to the left-hand side bearing pad 104 is made from

the fluid feeder 1 15 ofthe low-tension side like drawing 2 (a). Thereby, since the way of the right-hand

side bearing pad 105 has the high pressure, a slider 103 moves to the left-hand side bearing pad 104 side

to the position which can take balance of the low-pressure feeder current object of the left-hand side

bearing pad 104 and the force. Consequently, the bearing crevices CL2 and CR2 in the left-hand side

bearing pad 104 and the right-hand side bearing pad 105 are [0016].

[Equation 1]
CLl >CL2, CRKCR2

It becomes and jogging of a slider 103 is completed.

[0017] Next, grant of a different damping property in the left-hand side bearing pad 104 and the

right-hand side bearing pad 105 is explained. We have already performed invention shown in

JP,6-241230,A about the positioning stage using the static pressure bearing equipment and this using the

bearing which has a different bearing property. It extracts and change of the bearing property by form and

change of the bearing property in porosity drawing are described there. Drawing 3 and drawing 4 are the

graphs for explaining especially porosity drawing. When adopting porosity drawing, a bearing property

can be changed a lot by adjustment of a porosity object. Drawing 3 shows change of the property (here, it

is the frequency response of Rigidity kappa and C omega of attenuation nature) by the fluid-flow

adjustment which penetrates a porosity object. In what does not control the flow, when frequency

became high, Rigidity kappa fell, and once C omega of attenuation nature falls, it is recovered. However,
since the negative value is taken over the whole region of frequency about Comega of attenuation nature,

the property which is easy to oscillate will be shown in practice. On the other hand, when the flow is

controlled, it turns out that the fall of the rigidity kappa in a high region is no longer accepted, and C
omega of attenuation nature also changes near the zero mostly, and it has good attenuation nature

compared with that to which flow control is not performed. Thus, flow control is effective as one method
of giving a damping property which is different in porosity drawing.

[0018] Moreover, drawing 4 explains adjustment of permeability as an option which gives a different

damping property. Generally permeability K is defined by the following formula.

[0019]
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[Equation 2]
2 ft RTm t

«

A CP
2

s
-P 2

a)

Here, for a viscosity coefficient of air and radiographic, a gas constant and m are [ mu ] the mass flow

rate of air, and tO. The thickness of a porosity object and A are [ the supply pressure (gage pressure) of

the fluid to a porosity object and Pa of the area of a porosity object and Ps ] atmospheric pressure.

[0020] If permeability is made small as shown in drawing 4 , the fall of Rigidity kappa will begin from

low-pass, if permeability is further made small, on low-pass, only the low rigidity kappa is acquired but

the rigidity kappa higher than the case where permeability is big is acquired in the high region. If a

positive value is taken over the whole region and permeability is further made small when permeability is

small about Comega of attenuation nature, although a negative value is taken, on low-pass, it will come
to take a value positive in a high region. Incidentally, the data when not controlling the flow of [ drawing

3 ] and data when the permeability of drawing 4 is large are based on the same bearing putt.

[0021] The displacement property at the time of changing fluid supply to the bearing pad (especially

porosity drawing) to which a damping property which is different by method which has been described

above was given is shown in drawing 5 . Here, change by time progress of the bearing crevice at the time

of intercepting supply of a fluid compulsorily is expressed so that the difference in a damping property

may appear notably. It turns out that the direction of a bearing pad with big permeability has high

responsibility. When permeability is large, a damping property will be in the state which is not better so

that it may see by drawing 4 .

[0022] When adjusting the damping property of a bearing pad as mentioned above and using for this

invention, drawing 4 and what has the large permeability of drawing 5 will be suitable for the left-hand

side bearing pad 104, and what has small permeability will be suitable for this and the right-hand side

bearing pad 105 which counters. If this invention is carried out in the combination of such a bearing pad,

in the state ofthe usual fluid supply, a damping property can improve the property over vibration or

disturbance taking advantage ofthe property of a good bearing pad, and high-speed jogging can be

realized taking advantage ofthe high responsibility ofthe bearing pad whose damping property is not

better at the time ofjogging. The function more than equivalent can be demonstrated by the simpler

equipment configuration, without carrying out shaft-orientations movement under main shaft rotation by
JP,59- 106722,A or JP,5-21682,B to a main shaft equipment side, if it applies to the pointing device

carrying the work of the processing equipment furthermore seen by JP, 5 9- 106722,A and JP,5-21682,B.

Moreover, a damping property can reduce the surface roughness of a processing side also in the

intermittent cutting in the processing equipment seen by JP,59-106722,A and JP,5-21682,B by
improvement of a property to vibration and disturbance which harnessed the property of a good bearing

pad, and can improve surface smoothness.

[0023] Example 2 drawing 6 shows the 2nd example by this invention. Here, the vertical direction to the

guidance 602 of a mobile 601 is supported with the bearing pads 603 and 604 and a permanent magnet

(pre-load energization means) 607, and the longitudinal direction is supported with the bearing pads 605

and 606. The right-hand side bearing pad 606 is a bearing pad in the direction of [ which is not better ] a

damping property compared with the left-hand side bearing pad 605. Supply ofthe fluid to the bearing

pad 606 is made through the backward fluid supply adjustment means 616 ofthe high-tension side and
the low-tension side which branched to 619b and 619a two lines from the single fluid feeder 615. drawing

6 ~ setting « 608-61 1 - a fluid supply pipe way and 612a - for a ball thread and 614a, an encoder and

614b of a counter and 617 are [ a motor and 612b / a driver and 613 / a drive control unit and 618 ] the

nut sections

[0024] Drawing 7 explains jogging of the mobile ofthe 2nd example shown in drawing 6 . Here, in the

fluid supply adjustment means 616 in drawing 7 , it branched to two lines, high-tension-side 3 19a from
the single fluid feeder 615, and low-tension side 319b, the pressure regulation means (regulator) 713 was
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formed in the low-tension side, it decompressed here, and the supply pressure of a fluid is lowered. At the

time of mobile jogging, a solenoid valve 710 is driven by the instructions from the drive control unit 617,

and the fluid supply pressure to the right-hand side bearing pad 606 of a damping property which is not

better is made low. Thereby, it is [0025] to the usual bearing crevice.

[Equation 3]
CLKCL2, CR 1 >CR 2

Next door jogging is completed.

[0026] Example 3 drawing 8 shows the composition of the polygon mirror finishing machine concerning

the 3rd example of this invention. In drawing 8 , the polygon mirror field material 812 before processing

by which each unit is arranged on a surface plate 801 is attached in the fixture 81 1 for work anchoring by
the fixture 813 for work fixation. These deduce, it is attached at the nose of cam of a unit 810, and each
field is deduced at the time of processing of a mirror side. This indexing unit 810 is carried in the indexing

unit slider 814, and constitutes the pointing device (work side pointing device) 820 using the static

pressure bearing by this invention with the guidance 815 for indexing unit sliders, the ball thread 816 for

indexing unit sliders, and the motor 817 for indexing unit sliders. The tool holder 804 possessing a byte

805 is attached at the nose of cam ofthe axis of rotation of the main shaft motor 803, and a main shaft

802 is carried on the main shaft side pointing device 830 which consists ofthe main shaft slider 806, the

guidance 807 for main shaft sliders, a ball thread 808 for main shaft sliders, and a motor 809 for main
shaft sliders. It deduces with the main cutting movement by rotation of a main shaft 802, and the mirror

side of the polygon mirror field material 812 is processed by the feed motion by the pointing device 820
by the side of a unit 810.

[0027] Drawing 9 explains the situation of processing by the polygon mirror finishing machine which
carried out this invention. It is at the start time and the main shaft 802 side is positioned in the

predetermined slitting position. Processing advances by the start ofthe cutting feed motion (main
positioning) of the work side pointing device 820 by this invention. After processing ofthe 1st page is

completed, it deduces by this invention and the unit slider 814 is moved slightly (jogging positioning to

the main positioning direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly), and it evacuates so that

it may not interfere with the byte 805 attached in the main shaft which a processing end side is rotating.

Then, the indexing unit slider 814 retreats to a processing start point, with an evacuation position

maintained. When it deduces to a processing start point and the unit slider 814 returns, it will deduce
toward a main shaft 802 side shortly, the unit slider 814 will be moved slightly, it will return to the

support position by the usual static pressure bearing, and predetermined slitting will also be given to a

processing side by this next time. The time of returning to the time of the indexing unit slider 814
retreating to a cutting delivery starting position or a predetermined slitting position or any is sufficient as

the stage to perform indexing of a processing side next time.

[0028] thus, a thing realizable
[ carrying out this invention to the precision processing equipment

represented by the polygon mirror finishing machine / very small slitting
] by the low cost ~ in addition,

since an edge implement can miss from a processing side after processing, the relative vibration between
the tool-work according to the cutting force at the time of processing simultaneously taking advantage of
the property of a bearing pad with a good damping property to which a high-definition machined surface

can be obtained, without generating a cutter mark can suppress, and good surface roughness is obtained

[0029] The 4th example by this invention is shown in example 4 drawing 10 . Although the bearing pad
with which damping properties differ has been arranged in the 1st - the 3rd example so that the mobile in

the level surface may be moved slightly, it arranges so that a mobile may be moved slightly in the vertical

direction here. The mobile 1002 is supported with the bearing pads 1003-1006R to guidance 1001.

Among these, the bearing pads 1003 and 1004 restrain movement in the level surface of a mobile 1002.

1005 which counters ~ L, R, and 1006 - 1005 among the bearing pads ofL and R - the damping
property has chosen the not better thing as L and R Jogging to the upper part of a mobile is realized by
lowering the fluid supply pressure by the side of 1005L and R rather than the 1006L and R side at the
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time ofjogging of a mobile, and jogging to the lower part of a mobile is realized by raising the fluid

supply pressure by the side of 1005L and R rather than the 1006L and R side contrary to this.

[0030] Moreover, it has the flexibility ofthe 2-way which intersects perpendicularly in the move direction

of a mobile by combining the l-3rd examples and 4th examples, and jogging ofthe mobile within this

field that intersects perpendicularly is closed, if possible.

[003 1] The 5th example by this invention is shown in example 5 drawing 1

1

. Since arrangement of

fundamental bearing etc. is the same as that of the 2nd example shown in drawing 6 , explanation is added

only about a different portion. To the right-hand side bearing pad 1 106, the damping property has

arranged the not better thing with this as compared with the left-hand side bearing pad 1 103 which

counters, and in order to take out the feedback signal used for control of the servo valve 1 109 as a fluid

supply adjustment means, and this servo valve all over the fluid supply pipe way to this right-hand side

bearing pad 1 106, the pressure sensor 1 1 10 for detecting the pressure in the fluid supply pipe way to the

right-hand side bearing pad 1 106 is formed. It has the relation of a variation rate as data, the target

preassure force setter 1 124 ~ beforehand ~ the fluid supply pressure to the right-hand side bearing pad
1 106, and jogging of a mobile 1 102 - Emit target preassure force instructions so that the desired amount
of mobile jogging displacement may be obtained, and in a subtractor 1 125, deflection with the pressure

signal 1 128 in the fluid supply pipe way to the right-hand side bearing pad 1 106 is taken. The instruction

value to the driving gear 1 127 for servo-valve 1 109 is taken out through the compensator 1 126

represented by the PID regulator etc. based on this deflection signal 1 128, and a servo valve 1 109 is

driven. Moreover, in this example, it is made to synchronize with positioning movement of a mobile

1 102, in order to realize jogging ofthe move direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly,

the target preassure force setter 1 124 reads the current position signal 1 123 of a mobile 1 102, and a

target preassure force signal is generated so that synchronous jogging movement defined beforehand may
be realized.

[0032] drawing 1

1

~ setting - 1 101 - guidance and 1 104 a top bearing pad (L) and 1 105 - a top

bearing pad (R) and 1 107 ~ a permanent magnet (pre-load energization means) and 1 108 ~ a fluid feeder

and 1 1 1 1 - a nut and 1 1 12 ~ a ball thread and 1 1 13 - a drive control unit and 1 1 14 - a target-position

setter and 1 1 15 - for a motor driver and 1 1 19, as for a pointing device and 1 121, a motor and 1 120 are
[

a target-position command signal and 1 1 17 / a compensator and 1118] pulse counters

[0033] An example of positioning movement of a mobile 1 102 and jogging movement by this example is

shown in drawing 12 . This is the case where it applies to the pointing device by the side of the indexing

unit of the polygon mirror finishing machine of drawing 8 shown in the 3rd example. Usually, the

squareness of the move shaft of a unit side pointing device is adjusted, or when finishing a polygon mirror

in the shape of a pyramid or making the radii side instead of a flat surface to a mirror side, it deduces with

the center of rotation of a main shaft, and deduces with the center of rotation of a main shaft, and the

squareness of the move shaft of a unit side pointing device is left as it is, and the squareness of the
indexing unit center of rotation on an indexing unit slider and the center of rotation of a main shaft is

adjusted in many cases. In this case, conventionally, adjustment to desired squareness cannot be
performed easily and correspondence to the work ofthe shape of a housekeeping substitute or an

anomaly cannot be performed flexibly. If deduce like drawing 12 , it is made to synchronize with cutting

delivery of the pointing device by the side of a unit and jogging movement of a mobile 1 102 is performed,

without carrying out squareness adjustment, a housekeeping substitute, etc. of equipment according to

this example, it is possible to make arbitrary configurations to a mirror side.

[0034] As mentioned above, although this invention was explained based on the example, in the range

which is not limited to the aforementioned example and does not deviate from the summary, various

change is possible for this invention.

[0035]

[Effect of the Invention] Since adjustment of the fluid supply in the bearing with which the static pressure

bearing which supports a mobile to guidance counters performs jogging ofthe direction which intersects

perpendicularly in the move direction of a mobile according to this invention, it becomes unnecessary to
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form a new pointing device in the jogging direction, and complication of equipment can be avoided.

Moreover, since the component itselfbecomes small as compared with the case where a new pointing

device is formed in the jogging direction even when a solenoid valve etc. can be used in simple and it uses

a servo valve and control-of-flow equipment, a fluid supply controller contributes also to the

miniaturization of equipment greatly. Since an expensive position transducer etc. becomes unnecessary, it

is realizable also for low-cost-ization of equipment with above small-number-izing and miniaturizations of

a component.

[0036] Moreover, since jogging of a mobile is attained in the direction which intersects perpendicularly

with the move direction of a mobile by the pointing device side by this invention, When the mechanism
which carries out this invention to the pointing device carrying the work ofthe processing equipment

seen by JP,59-106722,A and JP,5-21682,B, and carries out shaft-orientations movement while rotating a

main shaft is excluded, Ifhow to move to shaft orientations is compared while rotating a main shaft

which is looked at by JP,59- 106722,A and JP,5-21682,B Since the factor to which the direction which
carries out this invention to the pointing device carrying work causes trouble to a main shaft in any way
also at the time of high-speed rotation of a main shaft does not exist, it can respond to processing by
high-speed rotation of a main shaft easily. Moreover, manufacture cost can also be suppressed, while

equipment is simplified more, in order not to take complicated processing or complicated composition to

main shaft equipment by operation of this invention.

[0037] Furthermore, since the bearing from which a damping property differs is adopted as the bearing of
the mobile jogging direction, it is possible to make surface roughness of a processing side highly precise

by improvement in an oscillating suppression performance in the case where this invention is carried out

to the pointing device carrying the work of the processing equipment which will act in favor also of
oscillating suppression of the mobile itselfwith improvement in the speed ofjogging of a mobile if a

suitable bearing form or drawing form according to the purpose of use etc. is chosen, and is seen by
JP,59- 106722,A and JP,5-21682,B

[Translation done.]
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